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ABSTRACT
Large Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) storage tanks are vital infrastructure for NASA.
Eventually, air may leak into the evacuated and perlite filled annular region of these
tanks. Although the vacuum level is monitored in this region, the extremely cold
temperature causes all but the helium and neon constituents of air to freeze. A small,
often unnoticeable pressure rise is the result. As the leak persists, the quantity of
frozen air increases, as does the thermal conductivity of the insulation system.
Consequently, a notable increase in commodity boiloff is often the first indicator of an air
leak. Severe damage can then result from normal draining of the tank. The warming air
will sublimate which will cause a pressure rise in the annulus. When the pressure
increases above the triple point, the frozen air will begin to melt and migrate downward.
Collection of liquid air on the carbon steel outer shell may chill it below its ductility
range, resulting in fracture. In order to avoid a structural failure, as described above, a
method for the safe removal of frozen air is needed.
Two potential methods for air removal are evaluated here. The first method
discussed is the connection of a vacuum pump to the annulus which provides pumping
in parallel with drainage of LH2. The goal is to keep the annular pressure below the
triple point so that the air continues to sublimate, thus eliminating the threat that
liquefaction poses. The second method discussed is the application of heat to the
bottom of the outer tank during tank drain. Though liquefaction in the annular space will
occur, the goal of the heater design is to keep the outer shell above the embrittlement
temperature, so that cracking will not occur.
iii

In order to evaluate these methods, it is first necessary to characterize some the
physical properties and changes that take place in the system. A thermal model of the
storage tank was created in SINDA/FLUINT (C&R Technologies, 2014) to identify
locations where air can freeze. This model shows the volume that is capable of freezing
air under varying conditions. It is also necessary to characterize the changes in thermal
conductivity of perlite which has nitrogen frozen into its interstitial spaces. The details
and results of an experiment designed for that purpose is outlined. All data, including
operational data from existing LH2 tanks, is compiled and a physics-based evaluation of
the two proposed air removal techniques is performed.
Due to small pumping capacities at low pressure and the large quantity of air
inside the annulus, the pumping option is not deemed feasible. It would take many
years to remove a significant amount of air by pumping while maintaining the annular
pressure below the necessary triple point. Application of heating devices is a feasible
option. For a specific case, it is shown that approximately 105 kilowatts of power would
be required to vaporize the air in the annulus and keep the temperature of the outer
tank wall above the freezing point of water. Several engineering solutions to
accomplish this are also discussed.
There are many unknowns and complexities in addressing the problem of safely
removing frozen air from the annulus of an LH2 storage sphere. The work that follows
utilized: research, modeling, experimentation, analysis, and data from existing tanks to
arrive at possible solutions to the problem. Heating solutions may be implemented
immediately and could result in significant savings to the user.
iv
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Overview
Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) has many industrial uses, and is a primary rocket fuel
utilized by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The safe and
efficient storage of large quantities of LH2 is required by suppliers and users, but it is
complicated by its extremely low boiling point (20 K). NASA’s Kennedy Space Center
(KSC) has two 3,218 m3 (850,000 gallon) LH2 storage spheres at Launch Complex 39
(LC-39), which were built in the 1960s, and were used in support of both the Apollo and
the Space Shuttle Programs. At least one of these is intended for use in future human
space flight programs. These storage spheres are representative of large LH2 tanks,
and will be used in the proceeding work as the standard for an LH2 sphere. They are
comprised of an 18.7 m (61.5 ft.) diameter 1.75 cm (0.688 in) thick stainless steel inner
sphere suspended inside a 21.6 m (70 ft.) diameter, 2.95 cm (1.16 in) thick carbon steel
outer sphere (jacket) (Chicago Bridge & Iron, 1965). The 1,642 m3 (58,000 ft.3) annular
space contains inner sphere supports as well as liquid and gas pipelines, and is filled
with perlite powder for insulation (Kropschot & Burgess, 1963). A vacuum is maintained
in the annulus to reduce the overall heat leak minimizing LH2 losses due to boiloff
(commodity losses due to boiling caused by heat leak into the vessel). The construction
of one of these spheres is shown in figure 1.
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Photo by NASA
Figure 1: Construction of an 850,000 gallon LH2 Sphere at LC-39

Because the outer sphere is made of carbon steel (used to curb costs), it is
highly susceptible to corrosion. If corrosion penetrates the outer shell, or if soft seals
crack or otherwise develop leaks, air will leak into the annulus. Slow air leaks into the
annulus are notoriously difficult to identify in a timely manner. Air leaking into a vacuum
would typically result in a noticeable pressure rise in the vacuum space. However, in
the case of an LH2 storage tank, the extremely low temperatures cause most of the air
constituents to freeze near the inner tank wall, resulting in a pressure increase so slight;
it can go unnoticed for months or even years. However, long term monitoring of the
annular pressure can provide an estimate of the leak rate because helium and neon do
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not freeze out and their fractional content in the atmosphere is well known. As the
annular pressure rises, a residual gas analysis (RGA) may be performed on a gas
sample from the annulus to verify the leak is air, and estimate the volume of ingested air
(Jones & Fradette, 2015). Often, before a significant pressure increase is noted, a
secondary effect results in the primary diagnosis. As air freezes inside the perlite, the
residual gases and freezing constituents degrade the thermal performance of the perlite
causing more heat from the environment to reach the bulk liquid. The increase in heat
leak is significant enough to result in a noticeable increase in the boiloff rate.
While RGA data is informative, it does not address the problem of locating or
stopping the leak, which can prove very difficult in an operational tank. In industrial
applications, storage tanks with air leaks are typically removed from service, repaired
via standard mass spectrometer helium leak testing and weld repair techniques, then
returned to service. NASA, however, is often in the difficult position of maintaining test
and operational programs, and removing these essential assets from service would
result in significant schedule and cost impacts. Opportunities for in-service repairs are
limited and waiting for a convenient opening in the schedule to bring a leaking vessel
down can result in thousands of kilograms of air being ingested and frozen inside the
annular space. These large quantities of air cause problems throughout any future
repair process.
At low pressures of approximately 1.3 – 13.3 Pa (10 – 100 millitorr), the primary
constituents in air (N2 and O2) will freeze at temperatures below 50 K (Lemmon, Huber,
& McLinden, 2013). When the storage tank is full, those temperatures will be present at
3

some distance from the inner tank wall through the entire height of the liquid column.
When the liquid level is reduced for operational purposes, or to facilitate removal from
service, the reduction in liquid level will result in warming of some of the areas where
frozen air is present. Due to the low pressure, warming will initially cause the air
constituents to sublimate, which will cause the annular pressure to rise. If liquid is not
re-introduced before the annular pressure rises above the triple point of any of the
constituents, sublimation will turn to liquefaction. As the air begins to liquefy, it will drip
from its location near the inner tank wall, down to the outer tank wall (which is at near
ambient temperatures). Liquid air contacting the outer wall will result in a drop in the
outer wall temperature. If the volume of air is large enough, the temperature of the
outer wall may drop below its ductility range (> 244 K), which could subsequently result
in large cracks on the outer sphere due to embrittlement (Mittal, 2011).

Photo by NASA
Figure 2: LC-39 Pad A LH2 Storage Tank
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Historical Information
In late 2011, the LH2 tank at Stennis Space Center’s (SSC) B-1 Test Facility
experienced a significant vacuum leak, which eventually led to major cracks in the
bottom of the outer shell due to a similar sequence of events as those described in the
overview. The B-1 tank is a 340.7 m3 (90,000 gallon) vertical, cylindrical tank, which
was built in 1962 by Chicago Bridge & Iron Inc. Two rupture disc assemblies at the top
of the tank developed air leaks and a pressure rise was noted in the annular space.
Rather than removing the tank from service, testing requirements led to continued
operation of the tank. Refilling the tank resulted in cryo-pumping (freezing of the air)
which resulted in an annular space pressure drop from approximately 9332.6 Pa
(70,000 millitorr) to 3.1 Pa (23 millitorr). During test runs, operational constraints were
implemented to prevent shifting/damage of the inner vessel, and after testing was
completed, the tank was drained to facilitate repair of the leaking rupture disk
assemblies. However, two days after the tank had been completely emptied, heavy
frost developed on the bottom of the outer vessel. Temperature sensors indicated the
outer jacket was less than 90 K at the bottom, which is well below the ductility range for
carbon steel. Additional vacuum pumping was attempted, but proved difficult due to
small port sizes and/or perlite intrusion into the pumping system. Eighteen days after
tank drain, the outer vessel cracked. Damage can be seen in figures 3 and 4.
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Photo by NASA
Figure 3: Photograph of the B-1 tank and its cracks

Figure 4: Bottom view of the B-1 tank with cracks
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Another Known Problem
Currently, there is an LH2 storage tank in support of space operations, which has
a low level vacuum leak. The details of this tank cannot be disclosed due to contractual
issues, but this large storage vessel has been leaking at approximately 20-50 standard
cubic centimeters per second (sccs) for at least three years. It is estimated to have
several tons of air frozen inside its annulus. All attempts to identify the location of the
leak have failed, and operational demands require the vessel to remain in service. The
annular pressure has increased to approximately 24 Pa (180 millitorr), all of which is
trace Helium and Neon from the air, as confirmed via RGA. This equates to 18,000 kg
of frozen air, as will be shown in the “proposed air removal methods” section of this
paper. The boiloff rate has increased from a nominal value near 200 gallons per day to
more than 2,000 gallons per day, resulting in increased operational costs. In order to
identify and repair the leak, the vessel will need to be removed from service. However,
draining the LH2 will initiate the sequence of events that could ultimately result in cracks
in the outer jacket. It is hoped that the work described in this paper can be completed
prior to this tank’s drain so that major damage, like that seen at SSC, can be avoided.
The tank described above has a very similar geometry and size to the tanks at
LC-39. For this reason, all of the proceeding work uses the LC-39 tank details as an
example for the process. In the conclusion, a more generalized set of equations is
developed so that this work will be beneficial to tanks of any geometry and size, in
which leaks may develop in the future.
7

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
An extensive literature search has revealed no prior work concerning removal of
frozen air from an LH2 storage tank. There have, however, been a couple of related,
but not directly applicable studies that looked at heat flux in liquid helium systems with
sudden vacuum loss (Boeckman, et al., 2008) (Bosque, Dhuley, & Van Sciver, 2014). In
these papers, a fixed amount of gaseous nitrogen (GN2) is quickly released into an
evacuated tube that is submerged in a liquid helium II bath. The resultant heat flux
caused by the condensation of the nitrogen is then examined. Although the main topic
has not been addressed directly in the literature, there has been work on many of the
subtopics needed to properly address the issue.
The thermal conductivity values for clean perlite are required for the thermal
modeling, and for analysis of the experimental data. This was studied extensively
several decades ago (Thermal Conductivity of perlite at low temperatures) (Thermal
conductivity of evacuated perlite) (Fulk, 1959) (Kropschot & Burgess, 1963) and has
been built upon since (Hofmann, 2006). The density and thermal conductivity of solid
nitrogen has more recently been studied (Cook & Davey, 1976) (Koloskova, Krupskii,
Manzhelii, & Gorodilov, 1973) (Konstantinov, Manzhelii, Revyakin, & Sagan, 2005).
The thermal conductivity of perlite with nitrogen frozen into the interstitial space has not
been studied, but Geisler’s work was the closest. He examined the effect of carbon
dioxide (CO2) on the thermal conductivity of cryogenic insulators, including perlite, but
his study was limited to LN2 temperatures and CO2 gas (Geisler, 2010).
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The distribution of air-ice within the annulus is an important factor when trying to
slow down the liquefaction process, but it is not the main purpose of this thesis (to
determine how to safely remove the frozen air from the annulus of a liquid hydrogen
sphere) and is not investigated here. However, this topic is addressed in a paper also
written by Geisler (Geilser, Reichenauer, Dawson, Kardjilov, & Ebert, 2011). Cryogenic
adsorption is described by Kidnay and Hiza (Kidnay & Hiza, 1970). The relationship
between mean free path and thermal conductivity in porous media is described by Zeng
(Zeng, Hunt, & Greif, 1995), and Kaganer develops a theoretical approach to show the
thermal conductivity of clean perlite as a function of pressure, but does not address
varying temperature (Kaganer, 1969).
Though the problem of ingesting and freezing air into the annulus of a liquid
hydrogen tank can be very costly and severely impact processing schedules, it is a rare
occurrence. As described in the introduction, cases of severe failure have been
documented, but the infrequency of these failures likely has led to the lack of research
on this issue. Additionally, the problem requires knowledge over an array of topics
which span physics and mechanical engineering. This work will touch on many of those
topics in the hopes of finding an implementable solution.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Thermal Model
SINDA/FLUINT is a software package for modeling thermal networks. SINDA
and FLUINT are independent solvers that can be executed separately or together.
SINDA is used to model heat transfer within solids, and includes methods for
conduction, convection, and radiation. Finite Difference, Finite Element, and Lumped
Parameter solvers can all be employed simultaneously within a single model if desired
because the program is primarily an equation solver. FLUINT, on the other hand is
used to model the thermodynamics of fluid systems. It is a lumped parameter code
which can produce finite element and finite difference results (Introduction to SINDA,
Version 5.6 Revision 1) (Introduction to FLUINT, Version 5.6 Revision 1). Both models
provide solutions to the heat equation as described in the “SINDA/FLUINT solver
equations” section below.
SINDA description
SINDA utilizes user specified or auto-generated “nodes” as energy conservation
points where temperatures are solved. “Diffusion nodes” have a finite capacitance
(thermal energy storage capacity equal to the product of density, volume, and specific
heat); “boundary nodes” have infinite capacitance and are used as sources or sinks.
“Arithmetic nodes” have zero capacitance and allow energy to flow through them.
“Conductors” allow for energy exchange between nodes. They provide the path for heat
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flow. “Linear conductors” transport heat proportionally and are typically used in solid
conduction.
Figure 5 shows generically how a thermal model is set up. Circles represent
nodes, solid black indicating user input boundary condition nodes, and white indicating
solvable nodes. The lines connecting the nodes are representative of conductors.

Figure 5: Model configuration showing nodes and conductors
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Equation 1 is used to solve for the heat rate through a linear conductor (C&R
Technologies, 2013).

Where:

𝛽 = heat rate

𝛽 = 𝐺 (𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇𝑗 )

(1)

𝑇 = temperature of end-point nodes i and j
𝐺 = linear conductance

The linear conductance (G) is calculated depending on the type of heat transfer

being considered. Conduction, convection, and mass flow use equations 2, 3, and 4
respectively.
𝐺=

𝑘𝐴
𝐿

𝐺 =ℎ𝐴

𝐺 = 𝑚̇ 𝐶𝑝

Where:

𝑘 = thermal conductivity

𝐴= cross-sectional area of the conduction path
𝐿 = length of the condition path

ℎ = convective film coefficient
𝐴 = surface area

𝑚̇ = mass flow rate

𝐶𝑝 = specific heat of the flowing material
12

(2)

(3)

(4)

“Radiation conductors” transport heat using the Stefan-Boltzmann Law. The heat
rate calculation is shown in equation 5 and the linear conductance (G) is calculated from
equation 6. SINDA is a user defined customizable code which enables dynamic

swapping of boundary conditions, iteratively or simultaneously achieved solutions, and
links to user created subroutines if required (Introduction to SINDA, Version 5.6
Revision 1) (C&R Technologies, 2013).
𝛽 = 𝐺�𝑇𝑖4 − 𝑇𝑗4 �

Where:

𝛽 = heat rate

𝐺 = 𝜎𝐹𝐴

𝑇 = temperature of end-point nodes i and j
𝐺 = linear conductance

𝜎 = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.67 x 10-8 W/m2-K4
𝐴= surface area

𝐹 = gray-body factor (emissivity)
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(5)

(6)

FLUINT description
FLUINT utilizes “lumps” as energy and mass conservation points. “Tanks” are
lumps with finite volume, “plena” are lumps with infinite volume used as sources and
sinks, and “junctions” are lumps with zero volume which allow energy and/or mass to
flow in and out. For a junction, the conservation equations shown in equations 7 and 8
are used. For a tank, the differential form of the conservation equations (shown in
equations 9 and 10) are used because tanks have the ability to change size. “Paths”
describe fluid flow from one lump to another. “Tubes” are paths which require fluid
inertia to move the flow. They consider friction, pressure, velocity gradient, etc.
“Connectors” are paths which neglect fluid inertia. These provide local steady-state
solutions and are often used to represent valves, orifices, filters, etc. “Ties” are used to
connect FLUINT lumps to SINDA nodes. They provide the heat transfer between the
fluid and the structure. “Fties” are used to model the heat transfer within the fluid by
connecting lumps, and “ifaces” represent boundaries between adjacent control volumes
(Introduction to FLUINT, Version 5.6 Revision 1) (C&R Technologies, 2013).
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𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀: ∑𝑘 𝑒𝑘 (𝑚̇)𝑘 = 0

(7)

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸: ∑𝑘 𝑒𝑘 ℎ𝑘 (𝑚̇)𝑘 + 𝑄̇𝑙 = 0
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀: ∑𝑘 𝑒𝑘 (𝑚̇)𝑘 =

𝑑𝑑𝑙

(9)

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸: ∑𝑘 𝑒𝑘 ℎ𝑘 (𝑚̇)𝑘 + 𝑄̇𝑙 − 𝑃𝑙 �𝑉̇𝑙 + � 𝑑𝑑𝑙 � (𝑉𝑙 )(𝐶𝑙 )� =
Where:

(8)

𝑑𝑑𝑙
𝑑𝑑

𝑘, 𝑙 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)

( 10 )

𝑒𝑘 = flow rate rectifier (+1 if defined upstream, -1 if downstream)
𝑚̇𝑘 = mass flow rate

ℎ𝑘 = donor enthalpy

𝑄̇𝑙 = energy source or sink term for the lump
𝑀 = tank mass

𝑃𝑙 = lump pressure

𝑉̇𝑙 = rate of change of tank volume
𝑉𝑙 = tank volume

𝐶𝑙 = tank wall compliance factor
𝑈𝑙 = tank internal energy
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SINDA/FLUINT solver equations
Heat balance equations (12 & 13) are formulated from the basic heat equation
(11) using the temperatures of established boundary conditions at the start of a time
step. In this way, temperatures for each node are calculated, and then iterations are
performed over time until a converged solution is achieved.
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝜕

Where:

𝜕2 𝑢

= 𝛼�

𝜕𝜕

+
2

𝜕2 𝑢
𝜕𝜕

+
2

𝜕2 𝑢
𝜕𝜕 2

�

( 11 )

𝑢 = 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) = temperature as a function of space and time
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕

= rate of change of temperature at a point over time

𝛼 = thermal diffusivity of the material
𝜕2 𝑢 𝜕2 𝑢 𝜕2 𝑢

,

,

𝜕𝜕 2 𝜕𝜕 2 𝜕𝜕 2

= second spatial derivatives of temperature

A transient thermal analysis is solved by implicit forward-backward differencing
(Kaunda, 2015). A heat balance equation is written about a diffusion node both as a
forward finite difference equation and as a backward finite difference equation. The two
are then summed, resulting in equation 12. This method is known as “trapezoidal” and
predicts temperature changes by averaging the temperature derivatives at the current
and next times (Yeh, 2002). It is first order accurate in space and second order
accurate in time. It represents the Crank-Nicolson approximation to the partial
differential heat equation for conduction when it is applied to a finite difference mesh of
diffusion nodes and linear conductors (C&R Technologies, 2013). The Crank-Nicolson
method is unconditionally stable for the heat equation (Recktenwald). At time zero, only
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the user input boundary temperatures are known. The Crank-Nicolson method then
allows for simultaneous solutions for temperatures at every other node. Then, at each
subsequent time-step, every node temperature is updated based on the user defined
conductor properties.
𝑁

2𝐶𝑖 𝑛+1
4
(𝑇𝑖
− 𝑇𝑖𝑛 ) = 2𝑄𝑖 + � �𝐺𝑗𝑗 �𝑇𝑗𝑛 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛 � + 𝐺�𝑗𝑗 ��𝑇𝑗𝑛 � − (𝑇𝑖𝑛 )4 ��
∆𝑡
𝑗=1

4

𝑛+1
+ ∑𝑁
− 𝑇𝑖𝑛+1 � + 𝐺�𝑗𝑗 ��𝑇𝑗𝑛+1 � − (𝑇𝑖𝑛+1 )4 ��
𝑗=1 �𝐺𝑗𝑗 �𝑇𝑗

Where:

𝑇𝑗𝑛 = temperature of node j at the current time t

𝑇𝑖𝑛+1 = temperature of node I at the next time t+ Δt
𝐺𝑗𝑗 = linear conductor attaching node j to node i

𝐺�𝑗𝑗 = radiation conductor attaching node j to node i
𝐶𝑖 = thermal capacitance of node i

𝑄𝑖 = source/sink for node I (from input boundary conditions)
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( 12 )

A steady state analysis is solved by a successive point iterative method.
Diffusion and arithmetic node temperatures are adjusted so that the energy flowing
through the nodes are in balance. One pass through all nodes is called an iteration,
and the heat balance equation for the ith node on the k+1st iteration is shown in equation
13 (C&R Technologies, 2013).
𝑖−1

4

4

0 = 𝑄𝑖 + � �𝐺𝑗𝑗 �𝑇𝑗𝑘+1 − 𝑇𝑖𝑘+1 � + 𝐺�𝑗𝑗 ��𝑇𝑗𝑘+1 � − �𝑇𝑖𝑘+1 � ��
𝑗=1

4

4

𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
�
+ ∑𝑁
𝑗=1 �𝐺𝑗𝑗 �𝑇𝑗 − 𝑇𝑖 � + 𝐺𝑗𝑗 ��𝑇𝑗 � − �𝑇𝑖 � ��

Where:

𝑇𝑗𝑘 = temperature of node j at the current iteration
𝑇𝑖𝑘+1 = temperature of node i at the next iteration
𝐺𝑗𝑗 = linear conductor attaching node j to node i

𝐺�𝑗𝑗 = radiation conductor attaching node j to node i
𝑄𝑖 = source/sink for node i
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SINDA/FLUINT advantages
Because SINDA/FLUINT is user defined, it is a very flexible solver. It can model
steady or unsteady single and two phase flow. Non-reacting mixtures and nonequilibrium phenomena can be solved. The user may input polynomials, reference
look-up tables, calculations in the place of any input parameter. Interrelationships
between inputs and/or outputs can be defined. Thermal Desktop (the code which gives
the physics model a computer aided drafting (CAD) visualization) was used. The user
can create geometries within AutoCAD, and link the structure to SINDA/FLUINT via
Thermal Desktop (Introduction to FLUINT, Version 5.6 Revision 1) (Introduction to
SINDA, Version 5.6 Revision 1) (Thermal Desktop User's Manual, Version 5.7).
SINDA/FLUINT limitations
Customization enables many additional features, but it also requires a lot of user
inputs. Lack of experience using this solver dramatically increases the difficulty in
creating a useful model. No customization was used in this work. As a model’s
complexity increases, so too does it’s required processing time. Very complex models
can take hours to run to convergence. The relatively simple, strictly thermal model
described in the polyimide heater section, for example, took only a few minutes to
converge when run in steady-state, but took over 4 hours to converge in the pertinent
transient case. Because there are so many variables that affect model run times,
(number of nodes, number of connectors, types of connectors, number of lumps, types
of lumps, connections between lumps and nodes, transient run times, etc.) a direct
relationship between model size and model run time cannot be established. Fluid
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systems are inherently very complex, so FLUINT has some limitations that need to be
recognized prior to the creation of any fluid model. It is intended for 1 Dimensional (D)
networks, such as pipes. Some 2 D and 3 D networks can be solved, but care must be
taken. FLUINT can execute through a single phase transition, but not multiple
transitions. However, there are some existing subroutines which can provide a method
for additional transitions, and as always, user defined subroutines can also be added.
Also of potential concern with using FLUINT in this application is the presence of
vacuum. FLUINT may have difficulty with molecular interactions at low pressures since
it was not intended to solve at such low pressures. Again, custom code can be
implemented if required. All custom coding requires the use of FORTRAN (Introduction
to FLUINT, Version 5.6 Revision 1) (Introduction to SINDA, Version 5.6 Revision 1).
LH2 tank model
A thermal model of a typical, large LH2 storage tank was created using Thermal
Desktop as an interface to SINDA/FLUINT (Thermal Desktop User's Manual, Version
5.7). This model employs a finite difference solver to determine the steady-state
temperature profile of the stainless steel inner wall and perlite filled annulus. The carbon
steel outer jacket was set with a 300 K boundary condition for the model. Each ½ shell
of perlite “solid” was subdivided into 8 equally spaced angular nodes (divisional lines
extend pole-to-pole), 8 equally spaced radial nodes (divisional lines are shells within the
perlite), and 15 equally spaced beta nodes (divisional lines are horizontal slices through
the perlite shell). These divisions provide adequate temperature resolution while
keeping model run times down. The model, as set-up primarily utilizes heat transfer
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through conduction. The thermal conductivity of perlite is a function of both temperature
and pressure. Because the perlite was modeled in SINDA as a subdivided solid,
changes in pressure cannot be considered. However, a pressure can be “set” by
choosing the thermal conductivity that corresponds to the desired pressure using,
published thermal conductivity data (Adams, Thermal conductivity of evacuated perlite)
(Adams, Thermal Conductivity of perlite at low temperatures) (Fulk, 1959). The
temperature dependency is included in the inputs and is accounted for fully. Though the
LH2 providing the cold boundary condition (20 K) inside the tank is a liquid, it too was
modeled as a solid in SINDA. This allows for ease in displaying temperate gradients in
the gas section, but varying the liquid level becomes quite laborious. If the liquid level
needed to be adjusted within the model, the LH2 would have been transitioned into
FLUINT. In fact, this was accomplished with a twinned tank FLUINT method, but that
turned out to be insufficient for modeling the temperature gradient within the perlite.
The problem is that a simple twinned tank FLUINT model does not allow for a
temperature gradient within the gas portion of the fluid. That temperature gradient is
very real and has a major effect on the temperature gradient of the perlite. In order to
properly model this system using FLUINT, a complete stratified model of the gaseous
hydrogen (GH2) would need to be created. While this can be accomplished, it is a very
labor intensive and complex process. As analysis proceeded, this level of modeling
was determined to be unnecessary because it didn’t dramatically increase the fidelity of
the result. Additionally, radiation was neglected because setting the outer wall as a
boundary condition accounts for the exterior radiation, and the thermal conductivity
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values for perlite account for all methods of heat transfer as discussed in the “thermal
conductivity analysis” section.
The model was run in steady-state, followed by two minutes of transient run time.
Results from the 50% full, nominal tank (no air, 1.3 Pa/10 millitorr), SINDA model are
shown in figures 5 and 7. A zone (< 50 K) of approximately 6.88 cm (2.71 in) in
thickness is shown to extend the entire height of the liquid. It begins to taper off at the
upper limit of the liquid and diminishes to zero thickness approximately 79.2 cm (2.6 ft.)
above the liquid line. According to the model results, at steady-state and 50% full,
approximately 38.2 m3 (1,350 ft3) of annular space is cold enough to freeze air. This
value corresponds to 2.3% of the total annular volume. Results from the model of a
tank which has leaked enough air to increase the annular pressure to 26.7 Pa (200
millitorr) are show in figures 6 and 8. This model uses the experimentally determined
thermal conductivity of perlite/frozen air mixture as an input, and consequently, the
freezable zone expands to approximately 22.6 cm (8.9 in) in thickness, and accounts for
7.8% of the annular volume.
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Figure 6: Thermal model, 50% full, 10 millitorr

Figure 7: Thermal model, 50% full, 200 millitorr, frozen nitrogen
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Outer
Perlite
Inner Wall
Gas

Liquid
Freezable Zone

Figure 8: Expanded view from figure 6 with freezable
zone shown in black

Outer
Perlite
Inner Wall
Gas

Liquid

Freezable Zone

Figure 9: Expanded view from figure 7 with freezable
zone shown in black
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The distribution and density of the air-ice into the freezable zone are unknown,
but the model does provide maximum boundaries for the location of the air-ice under
varying conditions. The previous four figures (5 – 9) demonstrate that as air leaks into
the tank, the freezable zone will change in size. There is a pressure increase due to
residual helium and neon that will work to shrink the freezable zone, and there is an
opposite effect from the increase in thermal conductivity due to the condensation of air.
The net effect of these two opposing mechanisms is to increase the freezable zone until
approximately 26.7 Pa (200 millitorr). Figure 9 shows how the freezable zone changes
with pressure changes in a 50% full tank. The freezable zone is identified by
temperatures below 47.3 K.

Figure 10: Changes in freezable zone with changes in pressure
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The maximum extent of the freezable zone is important because once the
available volume if filled, there will be nowhere for additional leaking air to freeze. It will
still condense due to low temperatures, but without freezing, the pressure will climb at a
much faster rate. As discussed previously, when the pressure increases above the
triple point for oxygen, warming will cause the frozen oxygen to melt. This liquid air will
migrate to the bottom of the annular region where it will reach the inside of the outer
sphere and vaporize, further raising the pressure. The tank will then enter an
uncontrollable scenario in which rapid liquefaction of the frozen air will likely result in
outer sphere cracks. It is important to note, however, that although the freezable zone
begins to recede after 200 microns of pressure is accrued, the amount of air within the
freezable zone is unknown. As figure 9 shows, the freezable zone doesn’t decrease in
size dramatically until the pressure rises considerably. For that reason, it is possible for
the freezable zone to shrink without imminently causing the run-away scenario.
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Experimental Work
Test methodology
In order to determine heat flow and time-scales, it is important to understand how
the thermal conductivity of perlite is affected by the freezing of air into its interstitial
space. The test methods described here may be useful for other NASA applications as
described in the “broader applications” section at the end of this document. Nitrogen
was used in this experiment instead of air to simplify the analysis and avoid potential
oxygen safety hazards. Because air is 78.1% nitrogen, this simplification is considered
to be representative of the thermal conductivity changes that would occur in a storage
tank leaking air into its annulus. Perlite was placed in a vacuum chamber and placed
between a 15 K surface and a 78 K radiation shield. The goal was to get the
temperature of the perlite down below 50 K, then slowly inject GN2 into the chamber. At
those temperatures, the GN2 would freeze into the interstitial spaces of the perlite.
Temperature sensors placed within the perlite samples could be used to determine the
thermal conductivity of the perlite/frozen nitrogen mixture. Additionally, a flowmeter was
installed on the GN2 inlet. If the total quantity of GN2 going into the vacuum chamber is
measured, then one could presumably determine how much GN2 was ingested into the
perlite sample based on the final pressure and temperature. Combining the gas flow
data and the temperature data could give an estimate of frozen N2 density which could
be used in refining the analysis for air removal techniques.
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Test set-up
A Cryomech AL230 Cold head (single stage Gifford-McMahon refrigerator
containing a compression and expansion space, a regenerator, and a displacer to
achieve low temperatures) was covered by 12.7 cm (5 in) of perlite. Eight silicon diode
temperature sensors (Scientific Instruments Model 410AA) were installed in the center
of the perlite at elevations shown in figure 10. The cold head/perlite sample was
wrapped in a 3 m (10 ft.) long, 10 mm thick aerogel blanket. The silicon diode wires
were sewn in place with Kevlar thread and wrapped inside the blanket.

Temp Measurement
T08
T07
T06
T05
T04
T03
T02
T01

Distance from cold head
in cm (+/- 0.15)
12.67
10.26
7.54
6.17
5.16
3.73
2.39
0.00

Figure 11: Temperature sensor
locations

A radiation shield, shown in figure 11, was fabricated from 0.318 cm (.125 in)
copper plate sandwiched by 0.635 cm (.25 in) copper tubing runs in a waffle pattern.
The radiation shield, intended to minimize the total temperature change in the perlite
sample, was positioned approximately 2 in above the top of the perlite sample and was
fed with LN2 from a feedthrough at the bottom of the vacuum chamber. GN2 exited the
radiation shield through separate feedthrough, also at the bottom of the vacuum
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chamber which connected to a facility vent line. A multi-layer insulation (MLI) lined
vacuum can was installed over the sample assembly.

Photo by NASA
Figure 12: Radiation shield positioned
over the perlite sample

The vacuum chamber has three additional feedthroughs which were fully utilized.
A tee was installed on one feedthrough and two electrical connectors were installed for
attachment to the silicone diode wires. Lakeshore Quad-Twist cryogenic (QT-36)
phosphor bronze wire was used to limit heat leak into the system. Figure 12 shows one
of the electrical connectors being installed. A second feedthrough was used to connect
a vacuum pump, relief valve, and high and low pressure transducers. The third
feedthrough was used to connect a 150 psi GN2 supply limited by a flow controller
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which was on a feedback loop with the pressure transducers to allow a constant
pressure to be maintained throughout the test. The complete test set-up is shown
schematically in figure 13 and pictorially in figure 14.

Photo by NASA
Figure 13: Electrical feedthrough installation

Figure 14: Schematic of the test set-up
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Photo by NASA
Figure 15: Photograph of the test set-up

Testing – run 1
After all test set-ups were completed, the vacuum chamber was evacuated to
approximately 2.67 Pa (20 millitorr). The cold head was then activated and liquid
nitrogen flow was initiated through the radiation shield. The temperature at the cold
head reached 15 K within 20 minutes. However, after 6 hours, the temperatures inside
the perlite sample had not dropped significantly. The LN2 Dewar had been set up to run
with throttled flow, so LN2 temperatures could not be maintained overnight due to LN2
supply limitations. The cold head continued to run, and the following morning, LN2 flow
resumed. Subsequently, a temperature sensor was added to the gas exit and looped to
a solenoid valve so that the LN2 flow could be cycled. This allowed the radiation shield
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to stay at LN2 temperatures while minimizing the quantity of LN2 required and enabled
the test to continue uninterrupted overnight. The active LN2 control loop change took
effect on the third day after cold head activation. Approximately 24 hours after
uninterrupted LN2 flow, the temperatures within the perlite sample had only dropped 5 K
over 10 hours and T02 had only dropped to 161 K. The rate of temperature decrease
suggested it would take several weeks to achieve temperatures below 50 K at T02.
Therefore, the vacuum pressure was increased to 867 Pa (6500 millitorr) in order to
increase the heat transfer and consequently decrease the time-scale of the experiment.
Raising the pressure prior to achieving freezing temperatures will affect the distribution
of air-ice, but should not affect the density or thermal conductivity. If freezing
temperatures had been achieved prior to gas flow, it is possible that all of the nitrogen
flowing into the sample could freeze before reaching the coldest perlite. Putting gas into
the warm perlite will allow it to evenly distribute itself throughout the sample, and then
freeze in place as the temperatures drop. But, since the primary goal of this test is to
determine thermal conductivity, the potential change in distribution is accepted.
A flow controller maintained the pressure at 867 Pa (6500 millitorr) throughout
the test and a flowmeter recorded the flow into the chamber. With the higher pressure,
the temperatures came down to the distribution shown in figure 15, in less than 48
hours. An interesting feature of this data is the abrupt change in slope experienced by
T01, T02, and T03 (bottom 3 lines). This change in slope is due to the change in
thermal properties after the nitrogen had frozen into the perlite’s interstitial space.
Testing continued into the weekend, and though modifications to the LN2 supply system
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allowed for continued flow overnight, there was not enough LN2 in the dewars for the
flow to remain uninterrupted through the entire weekend. Consequently, the system did
not fully reach steady state. Therefore, the system was secured, and a second run of
the experiment was performed.

Figure 16: T01 thru T08 shown bottom to top
after GN2 introduction in Run 1

Testing – run 2
In run 2, the same LN2 flow control system was utilized, but the test began early
the week, so that it could be completed prior to the weekend. Also, the pressure was
established at approximately 800 Pa (6000 millitorr) at the beginning of the test to
reduce the overall time scale. At the end of the run 2, all of the temperatures
approached steady state, meaning there was equal energy flow through all of the perlite
layers. With known temperatures and spacing, the thermal conductivity of the layers
with frozen air can be calculated through a process described in the next section,
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thermal conductivity analysis. Figure 16 shows the temperature results obtained from
run 2. The slopes for each temperature sensor are very similar to those seen in figure
15 from run 1. Additionally, the change in slope on T01, T02, and T03 is also apparent.
T03 is shown as a distribution of points, rather than a line, because this sensor had
occasional drop outs due to a presumed intermittent short in the wire. The overall trace
of the line is most apparent when plotted in this manner. The data shown here was
analyzed as described in the thermal conductivity analysis section, and the frozen
nitrogen/perlite mixture was determined to have a thermal conductivity of 29 mW/m-K.
Evaluation of the flow data showed that more nitrogen was ingested into the
vacuum chamber than the perlite sample could hold. Nitrogen gas was able to reach
cold surfaces other than those within perlite. Consequently, estimates of the density of
the nitrogen-ice were unable to be made.
300
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Figure 17: T01 thru T08 shown top to bottom in Run 2
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Experimental model
A model of the experimental test set-up was created in SINDA/FLUINT to
determine if the temperature profile experienced at steady-state conditions in the
experiment could be recreated in the model. This will verify the heat conduction
equation used in the thermal conductivity analysis is an appropriate approximation. In
the experimental model, nitrogen gas was modeled as a solid in SINDA, much the same
way GH2 was modeled as a solid in the LH2 tank model. The thermal conductivity
values were obtained from REFPROP at the test pressure (Lemmon, Huber, &
McLinden, 2013). Solid components were modeled with their appropriate material
properties and boundary conditions were imposed at the bottom and top of the perlite
sample using test data. Thermal conductivity values for perlite were obtained from the
Adams and Fulk data, as in the LH2 tank model (Adams, Thermal Conductivity of perlite
at low temperatures, 1965) (Adams, Thermal conductivity of evacuated perlite, 1965)
(Fulk, 1959). The output from the over-all model is shown in figure 17, and figure 18
shows the output zoomed to the perlite sample portion only. Figure 19 shows a
comparison of the temperature profile through the perlite sample from the model output
and the experimental data. The model outputs temperatures with colors specifying
temperature ranges. The extent of the range depends on the total range within the
model and the number of nodes. In every instance, the temperature measured in the
experiment falls within the temperature range at that location within the model.
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Vacuum Can

Radiation Shield

GN2

Perlite Sample
Cold Head

Aerogel insulation

Figure 18: SINDA/FLUINT model of test set-up

T08
T07
T06
T05
T04
T03
T02
T01

Figure 19: Experimental model zoomed to perlite sample
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Temp Sensor

Experimental Data (K)

Model Output (K)

T01

22.6

22.6 (Boundary)

T02

39.7

35.04 – 47.48

T03

48.0

47.48 – 59.92

T04

66.1

59.92 – 72.36

T05

80.7

72.36 – 84.8

T06

94.8

84.8 - 97.25

T07

124.9

122.1 – 134.6

T08

146.8

147 (Boundary)

Figure 20: Data versus model comparison

Thermal Conductivity Analysis
Though the term “thermal conductivity” is generally used when discussing heat
transport through porous media, it is commonly understood that what is actually being
discussed is an apparent mean thermal conductivity, which is an empirically determined
proportionality coefficient (𝑘). Apparent mean thermal conductivity is used to describe
heat transport through porous media because solid conduction, gas conduction, and
radiation all act simultaneously, and the three are not additive (Fulk, 1959). Because of
the numerous variables, the total heat transport (𝑄) has traditionally been measured
and k is determined using equation 14 where Δ𝑇 represents the difference in boundary
temperatures and 𝑙 represents the thickness of the insulation layer. In this work, the

term “thermal conductivity” will be used with above understanding.
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𝑄 = 𝑘∆𝑇/𝑙

( 14 )

The purpose of testing, in this research, is to estimate the thermal conductivity of
perlite which has nitrogen frozen into its interstitial space. The test set-up and operation
is described in detail in the “experimental work” section of this chapter. The overall goal
is to freeze nitrogen into a portion of the perlite sample, and then achieve steady-state
temperatures so that, there will be an equal amount of energy flow through all of the
perlite layers (𝑄 1 = 𝑄 2 = 𝑄 3 = 𝑄 4 = 𝑄 5 = 𝑄 6 = 𝑄 7). With known temperatures and

spacing, the thermal conductivity of each layer can be calculated using equation 15,

where 𝑘1 thru 𝑘7 represent the thermal conductivities of the layers between the
temperature sensors. Likewise, 𝑙 1 thru 𝑙 7 represent the distance between the

temperature sensors and 𝛥𝛥1 thru 𝛥𝛥7 represent the differential temperature across
each layer.

k1∆T1 k2 ∆T2 k3 ∆T3 k4 ∆T4 k5 ∆T5 k6 ∆T6 k7 ∆T7
= = = = = =
l1
l2
l3
l4
l5
l6
l7

( 15 )

In order to employee this methodology, it is extremely important to first accurately
characterize the thermal conductivity of the clean layers of perlite at the top of the
sample. Clean perlite thermal conductivity is a function of density, temperature, and
pressure of the background gas. Empirical data showing the effect of each of these is
detailed in the work of Kropschot & Burgess, and Fulk (Kropschot & Burgess, 1963)
(Fulk, 1959) . Adams then builds an analytical model using published empirical data
(Adams, 1965). Consequently, thermal conductivities are readily available from these
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sources at the appropriate perlite density and nitrogen test pressure. On the other
hand, the highest temperatures in the test sample were lower than the test data from
any known source. Therefore, other sources are required to determine the extent of
linearity.
Kaganer develops a theoretical approach to determining thermal conductivity, but
his work is aimed at showing the thermal conductivity as a function of pressure
(Kaganer, 1969). When the formulated equations are used at constant pressure and
varying temperature, the thermal conductivity decreases as temperature increases,
which is contrary to empirical data. The discrepancy, between the results shown in
figure 20 and the empirical data, is likely because the superposition principle does not
hold for heat transport through porous media as Fulk points out (Fulk, 1959). Geisler
builds off the work of Kaganer to further develop the theoretical model, but applies it in
the case of a gas capture (Geisler, 2010) (Kaganer, 1969). In such a case, the gas
condenses as the temperature drops and the resulting thermal conductivity profile takes
the shape of an “S” curve when plotted logarithmically. This typical pressure dependant
profile is shown in figure 21 with temperature on the x-axis and thermal conductivity on
the y-axis. “Luft” is the German word for “air”. The separate effects of pressure and
temperature can more clearly be seen in figure 22 from Geisler (Geisler, 2010). In this
3 D graph, temperature and pressure make up the base and thermal conductivity
extends up the page. “Projizierte druckverlaufe” translates to “projected pressure
course.” Here, the thermal conductivity is seen to decrease linearly as temperature
decreases, down to 100 K.
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Figure 21: Kanager theoretical estimate of thermal
conductivity at test parameters

(Geisler, 2010)
Figure 22: Temperature and pressure effect on thermal
conductivity of porous media in varying gas backgrounds
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(Geisler, 2010)
Figure 23: Pressure and temperature effect
on thermal conductivity

One additional approach to quantifying the thermal conductivity at the test
conditions was considered. The thermal conductivity of nitrogen gas has been
published in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database, and
the thermal conductivity of perlite in a vacuum has been well established (Lemmon,
Huber, & McLinden, 2013). If the superposition principle applied to heat transport
through porous media, one could simply add these conductivities. Unfortunately, this is
not the case as Fulk illustrates in figure 23 (Fulk, 1959). Here, the thermal conductivity
of perlite in a nitrogen background is shown alongside the thermal conductivity of
nitrogen gas alone. As the pressure varies, the two curves cross each other, and at
pressures slightly above 133.3 Pa (1,000 millitorr), the thermal conductivity of the perlite
far exceeds that of the nitrogen gas. The reason for this behavior is that the motion of
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the gas molecules is restricted because their mean free path is larger than the pore size
(Zeng, Hunt, & Greif, 1995).

(Fulk, 1959)
Figure 24: Thermal conductivity of perlite, nitrogen
gas, and aerogel as a function of pressure
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In conclusion, based on both the analytical work of Adams, and the Theoretical
work of Geisler, a linear relationship has been demonstrated at temperatures down to at
least 100 K. The maximum temperatures in the experiment exceed 100 K, so this linear
relationship will be applied to the Fulk data in order to determine the thermal
conductivity of layers with a mean temperature above 100 K. Employing this
methodology for the nearly-steady-state data from run 1, a thermal conductivity of the
frozen nitrogen/perlite mixture is calculated to be 22.7 mW/m-K +/- 8%. At an
equivalent, nearly-steady-state, time in run 2, the thermal conductivity is calculated to
be 23.0 mW/m-K +/- 12%. Later in run 2, when steady-state is achieved, the thermal
conductivity of the frozen nitrogen/perlite mixture is calculated to be 28.9 mW/m-K +/11%. See figures 24 & 25 for sample locations. The uncertainty is due to the limited
accuracy of the measurement of the sensor locations. If the sensor locations are shifted
to the full extent of their error bounds, shown in figure 10, the resulting value of thermal
conductivity will shift by a maximum of the percentage shown in each case. Although
only one run achieved steady-state, consistency is demonstrated by comparing the data
from equivalent times in both runs. Additionally, the thermal (SINDA/FLUINT) model
accurately predicts the experimental, steady-state data. It is therefore estimated that
the thermal conductivity of perlite with nitrogen frozen into its interstitial spaces is 28.9
mW/m-K. This value is used in all subsequent analysis.
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K = 22.7 mW/m-K

Figure 25: Run 1 Thermal conductivity sample location

K = 23.0 mW/m-K

K = 28.9 mW/m-K

Figure 26: Run 2 Thermal conductivity sample locations
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The thermal conductivity of solid nitrogen has been measure by Cook and
Davey, Konstantinov et al., and Koloskova et al. (Cook & Davey, 1976) (Konstantinov,
Manzhelii, Revyakin, & Sagan, 2005) (Koloskova, Krupskii, Manzhelii, & Gorodilov,
1973). All three grew small molecular crystals at high pressure and report thermal
conductivity measurements in the range of 200 - 300 mW/m-K. Though these
measurements are an order of magnitude higher than the values presented here, it is
not unreasonable. The density and distribution of nitrogen ice crystals within the perlite
substrate is unknown, but these results seem to suggest a sparse distribution because
the thermal conductivity of the mixture does not approach the thermal conductivity of
purely solid nitrogen. Molecular models are currently under development at UCF and
should provide further insight into this matter in the near future.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Proposed Air Removal Methods
During the anomaly with the B-1 tank at SSC, active pumping immediately
following tank drain was performed but was not successful at controlling the annular
pressure. However, post-test inspection revealed that the annular evacuation system
had been damaged at some point after fabrication, making pumping efforts ineffective. If
a tank’s pumping system is intact, one should be able to lower the liquid level
sufficiently slowly enough such that air can be pumped out as it sublimates. As the tank
warms, the annular pressure can be maintained below 133.3 Pa (1,000 millitorr), which
is just below the triple point pressure for oxygen - the lowest melting point of the frozen
air constituents. However, the time-scales for this type of process are unknown.
Evacuation rates can be estimated using data from the recent evacuation of the LC-39
Pad B LH2 tank, which has been out of service undergoing refurbishment since the end
of the Space Shuttle program. Given known amounts of frozen air, the time required to
remove that amount of air will then be calculated. If the time-frame is reasonable (a
couple of weeks or months), calculations will be performed using results from the
thermal model and the experimental work in order to quantify sublimation rates. The
evacuation and sublimation rates can then be used in order to determine how long it
would take to evacuate a given amount of air without allowing the pressure to increase
beyond the triple point.
The second method under consideration is the application of heat to the exterior
of the outer jacket in order to keep the carbon steel from dropping below its ductility
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range. Data from testing and modeling is used to estimate the heat flow into the system.
This heat flow is then used to estimate the time required to melt and vaporize a given
mass of nitrogen. A calculation of the amount of heat required to maintain the carbon
steel above the freezing point of water (>275 K) and within its ductility range (> 244 K)
over that period of time quantifies the heating power required. Once an estimate of the
required heating power is obtained, all that remains is to determine if there are
commercial heating devices that can provide the required heating power. It is surmised
that this scenario would provide a more rapid approach for removing the frozen air.
However, there are additional safety concerns. These areas are classified as Class 1
Division 2 and there are restrictions on electrical wiring and equipment, which need to
also be considered (NFPA 70, 2014).
Pump down method
The 3,218 m3 (850,000 gallon) LH2 storage tank at LC-39B was removed from
service at the end of the Space Shuttle Program. The tank had been experiencing an
abnormally high boiloff rate, so the annular region was backfilled with GN2, and
investigated. The cause of the high heat leak was confirmed to be a perlite void in the
annular region, not air leakage into the annulus. The perlite void was filled with new
perlite and other refurbishment activities ensued (Krenn, 2012). Subsequently, a
vacuum was re-established in the annulus and pump-down log data was used to
estimate evacuation rates. The evacuation rates were then used to calculate the
amount of time it would take to remove a given mass of air.
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The predominant two constituents of air are nitrogen and oxygen. They have
triple points of approximately 63 K / 12.5 kPa (94,000 millitorr) and 54 K / 0.15 kPa
(1,100 millitorr) respectively. It is therefore necessary to maintain the annular pressure
at or below approximately 133.3 Pa (1,000 millitorr) in order to prevent the frozen air
from liquefying as it warms. Data from the LC-39B pump down logs show an
evacuation rate of 1.5 – 1.7 Pa (11-13 millitorr) per hour when pumping in the 133.3 –
60 Pa (1,000 – 450 millitorr) range. The volume of the annular space is known, and the
tank was at ambient temperatures during the evacuation. Using the ideal gas law, the
evacuation rate was determined to be approximately 1 mole per hour in this pressure
range.
Historically, the evacuated LC-39A and LC-39B tank pressure was 1.3 – 2.7 Pa
(10 - 20 millitorr) when the tanks were full of LH2. 2.7 Pa (20 millitorr) will be considered
a baseline pressure for the proceeding analysis. In order to determine the quantity of
air inside the annular space, an RGA should be completed to verify the pressure rise is
due to residual Helium (He) and Neon (Ne) in the air. If these constituents are found in
the right proportion, then a simple analysis using the known percentages of air
constituents can provide an estimate of the total air inside the annulus. For example,
consider the case of an increase of 1.3 Pa (10 millitorr) (4 Pa (30 millitorr) total annular
pressure). Helium and neon account for 5.24 parts per million (PPM) and 18.18 PPM of
air respectively (0.002342% combined). The 1.3 Pa (10 millitorr) of He and Ne must
then represent a pressure of 56, 927 Pa (426,985 millitorr) (8.3 psia) of air under
ambient conditions. Again, the volume of annulus is known (1636.74 m3), and the
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temperature of the sample is ambient, so the ideal gas law can be employed to
determine that 1.3 Pa (10 millitorr) of He and Ne suggest that 38,249 moles of air are
present in the annulus.
With continuous pumping at a rate of 1 mole per hour, it would take nearly 4.5
years to evacuate 38,249 moles of air. Even if the evacuation rate could be doubled by
using a more powerful, or multiple pumps, it would still take over 2 years to evacuate
that amount of air. Even more daunting would be the case of an annular pressure of,
say, 24 Pa (180 millitorr). At that pressure, it would take nearly 70 years to evacuate
the air and maintain the pressure below 133.3 Pa (1,000 millitorr). That is clearly not
practical. Consequently, this option is deemed non-feasible. Quantification of
sublimation rates would only be required if the air mass were small enough that it could
be evacuated in a reasonable time-frame. Therefore, no further analysis was prepared
for this option.
Heating method
The analysis in this section assumes all of the LH2 has been completely drained
from the storage tank. The LH2 storage tank with a known air leak discussed in the
section titled “another known problem” has a boiloff rate of approximately 563 kg/day
(2,100 gallons/day) and will be the focus of the following analysis. The heat of
vaporization of LH2 at 1 atmosphere is 446 kJ/kg, therefore, 251 MJ/day (2.91 kW) must
be entering the system. The heat of fusion of N2 and O2 is 25.7 kJ/kg, and 13.9 kJ/kg
respectively. Weighting these values by percentage of each in air results in a value of
23.2 kJ/kg for the heat of fusion of air. Assuming a starting pressure of 24 Pa (180
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millitorr), suggesting 18,000 kg of air is present, and a constant heat rate throughout the
draining process, it would take approximately 39 hours to melt all of the air inside the
tank. Of course, the heating rate will not be constant, so this provides somewhat of an
upper bound. It’s not a true upper bound because this analysis assumes all of the heat
going into the tank will be used to convert the frozen air to liquid air. This is not true,
however, because some of the heat will go to various other places including, but not
limited to; warming the inner tank wall, vaporizing the liquid droplets that fall to the outer
shell, and warming the cold air. The goal is to determine maximum heating rates
required, so 39 hours will suffice as an upper limit.
In order to establish a lower limit, the heat leak at standard temperature and
pressure (STP) is considered. As the frozen air melts and then vaporizes, the annular
region will come to atmospheric pressure and temperature. The annular relief device
will prevent the pressure from exceeding atmospheric pressure, and the properties of
perlite under these conditions have been well established. The thermal conductivity of
perlite at STP is 54 mW/m-K. The surface area of the outer tank wall is 1,430 m2, and
the annulus is 1.3 m thick. This shows that the total heat leak into the tank under these
conditions will be 17.5 kW. Using the same assumptions as above, this amount of heat
would melt 18,000 kg of air in 6.5 hours. This, again, is not a true lower limit. Some of
the heat will be distributed elsewhere, as in the example above, but on the other hand,
convection is not taken into account. As the dripping liquid vaporizes, the “warm” gas
will flow up through the annulus carrying heat with it. Because these two factors oppose
each other, 6.5 hours is taken to be the lower limit. The maximum time to liquefy the air
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is 39 hours, and the minimum time is 6.5 hours, so the actual time required to liquefy
the air will fall somewhere in between. However, in order to determine the maximum
amount of heat required, melting will be assumed to take only 6.5 hours.
The heat of vaporization of air at atmospheric pressure is 201.4 kJ/kg, so it would
take 3,570 MJ to vaporize the entire 18,000 kg mass of liquid air. However, the
temperature of the outer jacket may be allowed to drop, as long as it remains above 245
K. A temperature of 275 K will be used in the analysis to prevent the formation of frost
on the surface, which would act as an insulator. The volume of the outer tank wall is
43.2 m3 and the density of carbon steel is 7,850 kg/m3 resulting in a mass of 332,100
kg. The heat capacity of carbon steel is 0.49 kJ/kg-K, so it will take 163 MJ to lower the
entire mass of the outer wall by 1 K. However, the liquid air can only contact the outer
wall as gravity allows. Dripping air will be able to contact 374 m2 of the jacket, which
equates to a carbon steel volume of 11 m3. See the geometric details section for more
information. The energy required to lower 11 m3 of outer tank wall from 300 K to 275 K
is 1,058 MJ. Subtracting that from the total 3,570 MJ required to vaporize the liquid
leaves 2,512 MJ which must be added to the tank in order to vaporize the liquid and
keep the outer shell at or above 275 K. Because this liquid may form in as little as 6.5
hours, 379 MJ/hr or 105 kW will be required to prevent cracks during the
melting/vaporization process.
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Geometric details
The surface area of a spherical cap is determined by equations 16, 17 & 18.
Variables are identified in figure 26. The value of h is determined using the geometry
shown in figure 27. Air dripping straight down could impact a total surface area of 374
m2.
𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 2𝜋𝜋ℎ

( 16 )

Figure 27: Sphere geometry

Figure 28: Storage sphere geometry

ℎ = 𝑅𝑜 − 𝑧

𝑧 = �𝑅𝑂2 − 𝑅𝐼2
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( 17 )

( 18 )

CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
Implementation Requirements
In figure 28 below, the inner sphere in shown in blue, the outer sphere in shown
in yellow, and the areas in red are the zones which could be affected by liquid air. As
shown in the previous chapter, the potentially affected surface area is 374 m2 and the
total energy required to convert the liquid air to gas is 2,512 MJ. Therefore, in order to
safely remove the air from the annulus, 105 kW of power must be distributed over 374
m2.

Figure 29: LH2 Storage tank showing the
liquid effected area in red
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As was discussed in the introduction, Class 1 Division 2 restrictions are in effect
at the surface of the jacket. These restrictions are imposed by the National Electric
Code and are intended to provide safety for the use of electrical equipment in
hazardous environments. For liquid hydrogen storage tanks, NFPA 497 defines the
area 7.62 m (25 ft.) from the storage tank as Class 1 Division 2, as can be seen on the
right side of Figure 28 (NFPA 497, 2012). The left side of figure 29 shows the
requirements at connection points. The National Electric Code, NFPA 70 requires in
article 501 that electrical equipment inside of a Class 1, Division 2 zone have sealed
connections and surge protection (NFPA 70, 2014). It also prohibits the exposed
surface of a heater from exceeding 80% of the autoignition temperature of the
hazardous commodity. The autoignition temperature for hydrogen is 773 K (932 ºF), so
any hot surface entering that area may not exceed 618 K (653 ºF).

(NFPA 497, 2012)
Figure 30: NFPA 497 Class 1 Division 1 & 2 areas for LH2 storage containers

Any heating design will need to take into account the power required, the surface
area that needs to be protected, the Class 1 Division 2 restrictions, and the available
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power distribution at the site of the affected storage tank. Electrical and heating design
is not within the expertise of this researcher, but it is necessary to at least show the
feasibility of preventing cracking by the application of heat. Therefore, the following
design solutions are proposed, though an expert in electrical engineering would be
required in order to determine the most practical approach.
Possible Heating Methods
There are three ways to transfer heat into the outer jacket; conduction,
convection, and radiation. Within each of these heat transfer methods, there are a
variety of commercial heating devices. One device for each method was selected for
discussion below. Each has benefits and drawbacks, and the final implementation
should consider not only the discussion below, but also the layout of the problem tank,
and the facility power availability. The optimal solution will likely be a combination of
two or more devices.
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Conduction - polyimide heaters
Watlow’s polyimide heaters meet all of the requirements for use in this
application (Watlow). They are flexible and available with a pressure sensitive adhesive
surface so they can easily be adhered to the surface of the storage tank. Their
flammability rating is self-extinguishing, so they meet Class I Division 2 requirements.
They can operate from 78 to 473 K (-319 to 392 ºF) and can put out 8.5 W/cm2 (55
W/in2) at 311 K (100 ºF) when bonded to the surface, as can be seen in figure 30.

(Watlow)
Figure 31: Watlow polyimide heater watt density (when bonded to a surface)

The biggest problem with the Watlow heaters is their size. The largest off-theshelf polyimide heater offered at Watlow’s website is 0.127 m x 0.127 m (5 in x 5 in). A
SINDA/FLUINT model was created of a 4 m x 4 m coupon of carbon steel with the same
thickness of the tank’s outer jacket. In this model, the total heat load from the dripping
air, calculated previously to be 150 kW over 374 m2, was divided into 24 coupon size
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zones. The resulting 6,400 W was applied as a negative heat load through the
coupon’s surface. Each 0.127 m x 0.127 m (5 in x 5 in) heater generates 1,375 W, and
was set to cycle at 360 – 370 K. This will keep the temperatures bellowing the boiling
point of water (373 K) while providing the maximum heating capability. While 370 K is
hot enough to burn skin, only the areas immediately surrounding the heaters reaches
temperatures in excess of 325 K. Below that temperature, it would take several minutes
of contact to cause severe burns (AntiScald Inc., 2003). Consequently, the benefit of
additional heating outweighs the relatively small increase in hazard. Various heater
configurations were modeled until the optimal coverage could be achieved. The
temperature is not permitted to drop below 275 K to ensure that no ice build-up on the
wall is possible. Figure 31 shows that a 4 m x 4 m section of outer wall would require
twelve 0.127 m x 0.127 m (5 in x 5 in) heaters in order to provide full coverage so that
no area drops below 275 K. Because up to 374 m2 of surface area could be impacted
by dripping liquid air, it would require 281 of the 0.127 m x 0.127 m (5 in x 5 in)
polyimide heaters to ensure no area drops below 275 K. Even though that many
heaters would provide 386 kW of heating, if on 100% of the time, the geometry of the
tank demands it so that all of the potentially impacted areas are covered. Since only
105 kW would be required, that many heaters would only need to be on approximately
20% of the time.
While not available off-the-shelf, Watlow does advertise a polyimide heater up to
0.48 m x 0.66 m (18 in x 26 in). Using a heater this size would reduce, by half, the
number of heaters required.

Figure 32 shows the same 4 m x 4 m outer wall coupon
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with six larger heaters distributed over the surface. In this case, it would take 141
heaters to ensure the entire surface is kept warm. Practical application of 141 - 281
heaters is likely prohibitive, so other methods are discussed.

Figure 32: SINDA/FLUINT model output of a 4 m x 4 m outer tank wall coupon
with (12) 5 in x 5 in Watlow polyimide heaters

Figure 33: SINDA/FLUINT model output of a 4 m x 4 m outer tank wall coupon
with (6) 18 in x 26 in Watlow polyimide heaters
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Convection - warm air blowers
Convection can be a very effective way of transferring heat and the heating rates
are calculated using equation 19. At first glance, this appears to be a very simple and
straightforward calculation, but in fact, the results are not so clear-cut. Take, for
example, Global Industrial’s 1.07 m (42 in) portable blower fan which can blow up to 8.3
m3/sec (17,600 ft3/min). In order to determine the heat transfer rate this blower can
provide, it is first necessary to determine the convective heat transfer coefficient. The
convective heat transfer coefficient is a function of fluid velocity (independent of material
being impacted) and a graph of this relationship for air is shown in figure 33 (Convective
Heat Trasfer). The velocity of the air at the exit of the fan can be calculated by dividing
the flow rate by the flow area and is determined to be 9.3 m/s. However, the velocity of
the air when it impacts the surface is unknown, because it will be affected by the
distance the fan is from the surface and the ambient wind conditions. These factors will
result in velocity variations in space and time. Presumably, 4 m/s should be achievable
in all locations with the proper configuration, but this would need to be measured realtime. From figure 33, the convective heat transfer rate is then determined to be
approximately 25 W/m2-K. Last, the heat transfer area must be determined. This is
problematic because it will also vary with distance from the surface and ambient wind
conditions. If the presumption is made that the generated wind will extend 30 degrees
from the centerline, and the fans are placed 3 m (10 ft.) from the tank surface, each fan
will then cover approximately 10.2 square meters radially (3.6 m diameter circle). From
3 m (10 ft.) back, a concentric circle would have a circumference of 86 m. Spacing
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blowers every 3 meters along that circle would require 39 fans for full circumferential
coverage. Additionally, two rows at different heights would be required to provide
heating to the entire vertical extent of the problem zone. Under these conditions, the
fans would produce 6.4 kW each, for a total of 500 kW (only 105 kW are required), but
this distribution is clearly not feasible. Alternatively, the fans could be placed at the very
bottom of the tank and directed upward with heated air directed at the intake. This
configuration will likely provide the optimal heating for fans because the warm air will
rise over the maximum surface area. The problem with this configuration is making
reasonable assumptions for estimating the heat transfer. In any case, fans could play a
pivotal role in providing supplemental heat transfer to otherwise difficult to reach
locations.

Where:

𝑞 = ℎ𝑐 𝐴 𝑑𝑑

𝑞 = heat transfer rate (W)

ℎ𝑐 = convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K)

𝐴 = heat transfer area (m2)

𝑑𝑑 = temperature difference between surface and fluid (K)

(The Engineering Toolbox)
Figure 34: Heat transfer coefficient for air as a function of velocity
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( 19 )

Radiation - infrared heaters
Infrared heaters are available in large sizes at very high wattages. For example,
Fostoria offers a 27 kW heater which measures 2.46 m x 0.72 m x 0.38 m (96.75 in x
28.25 in x 15 in). The drawback to these heaters is that they get very hot and are not
allowed into a Class 1 Division 2 area. However, they are capable of heating from 25 ft.
away, which is beyond the Class 1 Division 2 zone. From that distance, care must be
taken to ensure there are no obstructions which will prohibit the radiant energy from
reaching the tank. Figure 34 shows the coverage area and watt density based on
distance from the surface (Fostoria Industries, Inc.). From 7.62 m (25 ft.) away, this
heater will produce more than 269 W/m2 (25 W/ft2) over 94 m2 (1015 ft2).

(Fostoria Industries, Inc.)
Figure 35: Fostoria 27 kW infrared heater performance curves
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Because the tank is spherical, and the graphs assume a flat surface is being
heated, the geometry of the tank must be taken into account, and appropriate overlaps
in heating coverage must be designed. The heaters should be oriented so that the
longer dimension extends vertically and the shorter dimension extends circumferentially.
In that way, circumferential heating will extend 4.4 m in either direction from the
centerline. As such, heaters could be placed, at most, 8.8 meters apart along a 115 m
circle that is 7.62 m (25 ft.) concentrically located away from the outer tank wall.
However, because of the curve in the surface, the point furthest from the centerline will
be an additional 1.26 m (4.134 ft.) from the heater, reducing the power received there.
An overlap in coverage should be made to ensure proper heating over the entire
surface. If the heaters are placed 6 m apart, 20 heaters will be required to cover the
entire surface circumferentially. Even though that many heaters would provide 505 kW
of heating (105 kW are required) the geometry of the tank demands it so that all of the
potentially impacted areas are covered. Vertically, the heating will extend 5.3 m in
either direction of the centerline. The vertical distance from the bottom of the tank to top
of the area requiring coverage is 5.6 m. If the centers of the heaters are raised to 2.3 m
from the bottom of the tank, the furthest distance from the heaters due to the curvature
of the tank will be an additional 1 m (3.3 ft.) away. Shifting them up slightly, to 3 m from
the bottom of the tank, and adding a heat source directly under the tank should provide
full coverage, but this is likely not practical. The most feasible solution is to allow the
heaters to remain at ground level, and add polyimide heaters to the top of the zone and
bottom of the tank.
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Other Considered Strategies
Hot tap
If the air could be drained from the annulus as it liquefied, it would not be able to
collect on the outer jacket and adversely chill it. A hot tap into the annular space would
allow the liquid to drain and can be achieved. However, in order to actually flow liquid,
the portion of the wall where the hot tap connects to the drain port would need to chill to
liquid air temperatures. Otherwise, back pressure would prevent flow. Chilling the wall
is exactly the scenario to avoid, so a hot tap could not be beneficial.
Add LN2 to the tank
Next, the idea of putting liquid nitrogen into the storage space immediately after
removal of the hydrogen was proposed. This would provide a cold sink and presumably
slow the process. The problem with this method is that the cold sink would only serve
to re-liquefy the gas. It would then drip to the wall and be heated again. A loop would
be created that would allow the nitrogen to chill the outer wall repeatedly, thus
compounding the overall problem.
Leave LH2 in the tank
Last, the concept of leaving LH2 in the tank, and backfilling the annulus with
enough pressure to start the liquefaction process was considered. This concept is
similar to N2 concept discussed in the previous paragraph. The advantage of LH2 is that
it provides a cold sink sufficient to retain some of the frozen air, and/or refreeze gas
created during the warming process. Thermal modeling of the LH2 storage tank, with
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the annular region at atmospheric pressure, but the inner tank full of LH2, reveals a
significant reduction in the freezable zone. In the case of an annular pressure of 26.7
Pa (200 millitorr), recall that the freezable zone extended 22.6 cm (8.9 in) from the inner
tank wall. When the pressure is increased to atmospheric, the freezable zone only
extends 13.5 (5.3 in) from the inner tank wall. Because of that, the effectiveness of
leaving LH2 in the tank, on slowing down the liquefaction process, hinges greatly on the
density and distribution of the air-ice within the freezable zone.
Geisler addresses distribution of condensables in porous media, but the case is
too different to use his conclusions in this analysis (Geilser, Reichenauer, Dawson,
Kardjilov, & Ebert, 2011). He used glass beads instead of perlite, CO2 instead of Air or
N2, and operated the system at LN2 instead of LH2 temperatures. His system was only
allowed to chill down for 2 hours prior to injection of CO2. The experimental results,
discussed previously, show that perlite takes much, much longer than a couple of hours
to come to thermal equilibrium when at vacuum conditions. However, considering
Geisler’s results along with the SINDA/FLUINT models and the experimental results, it
is most reasonable to assume that the air freezes as soon as it hits the edge of the
freezable zone and grows outward, leaving an area immediately adjacent to the inner
tank wall undisturbed. The remainder of freezable zone most likely has air-ice evenly
distributed with uniform density throughout. With this distribution, approximately 60% of
the air-ice (11,235 kg) will liquefy within 5 hours if the vacuum is released while the tank
is completely full of LH2. The remaining 6,492 kg would not completely melt until all of
the liquid has boiled out of the tank. With a heat leak of 17.5 kW, liquid would boil at a
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rate of approximately 12,500 gallons per day, so it would take about two months to
empty a full tank. Additional heating during that two months is probably not required.
Because of the geometry of the tank, and the large surface area that needs to be
heated, all of the heating options are limited more by heat distribution concerns than
wattage requirements. Leaving LH2 in the tank would reduce the number of watts
required to keep the tank warm from 105 kW to 66 kW over the initial melting phase, but
it does not drastically reduce the number of heating devices required. For example,
SINDA/FLUINT modeling of polyimide heater on a coupon, like that described above,
shows that the number of 0.127 m x 0.127 m (5 in x 5 in) heaters required would be
reduced from 281 to 211. The number of 0.48 m x 0.66 m (18 in x 26 in) heaters
required is reduced from 141 to 117. In the case of the infrared heaters and fans, the
numbers would not be reduced at all.
Though this concept significantly slows the latter part of the process down, the
initial loss of air will likely be too substantial to provide a beneficial reduction in the
heating requirements. In addition, this concept adds operational concerns. Though the
flare system is undoubtedly equipped to handle vigorously boiling hydrogen for a couple
of months, system monitoring will likely be required. Therefore, this option is not
recommended at this time. If, however, a small amount of LH2 were left in the vessel to
provide a cold trap, the process would be extended slightly, and less power would be
required from the heating devices.
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Generalized Equations
The bulk of this work was aimed at solving a known problem, but the
methodologies developed within can be applied to any tank. The steps required to
analyze the extent of a leak problem, and determine the proper course of action for a
tank of any size and geometry are outlined below.
1) Determine how much air is inside the annulus.
a. Perform an RGA to verify the presence of helium and neon indicating an
air leak into the annulus as opposed to hydrogen that would indicate an
inner vessel leak.
b. Determine what the pressure in the annulus would be if none of the air
were frozen by first determining the percentage of air that is made up of
He and Ne, then setting up a proportion:

𝐴=
𝐴

100

𝐻𝐻𝑎 +𝑁𝑁𝑎
10000

( 20 )

𝑃𝑟
𝑃𝑡

( 21 )

100𝑃𝑟
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=
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𝐴

c. Find the number of ingested moles using the ideal gas law:

𝑁=
66

𝑃𝑡 𝑉
𝑇𝑅

( 23 )

Where:

𝐻𝐻𝑎 = PPM of helium in air
𝑁𝑁𝑎 = PPM of neon in air

𝐴 =percent of air that is helium and neon

𝑃𝑡 = total air pressure in the annulus if not frozen
𝑃𝑟 = pressure rise inside the annulus
𝑁 = moles of air inside the annulus

𝑉 = volume of annulus

𝑇 = temperature of pressure sample
𝑅 = universal gas constant

𝐻𝐻𝑎 = 5.24 PPM and 𝑁𝑁𝑎 = 18.18 PPM. When SI units are used (Pa, m3, K, R = 8.314

Pa-m3/K-mol), equation 23 reduces to equation 24:

𝑁=
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42,698.5 𝑃𝑟 𝑉
𝑇𝑅

( 24 )

2) Evaluate the time required to remove the calculated mass of air. If the time is
excessive, then discard this option and move to the heating option.
a. Estimate evacuation rates for the given vessel based on vessel data.
Evacuation rates must be estimated when the annular pressure is in the
66.67 – 133.3 Pa (500 – 1000 millitorr) range. If no data is available, 1
mole per hour may be used with the understanding that it was determined
based on data from a large vessel with a sprawling evacuation spirature.
b. Find the time required to remove the given amount of air:

Where:

𝑡𝑒 =

𝑁
𝐸

𝑡𝑒 = time required to evacuate air

𝐸 = evacuation rate
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3) Determine the total heat leak of the problem tank both in its nominal and
discrepant states:
𝐻𝑛,𝑑 = 𝐵𝑛,𝑑 (∆𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣 )
Where:

( 26 )

subscripts n, d denote the nominal, discrepant values
H = tank heat leak
𝐵 = tank boiloff rate

∆𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣 = Heat of Vaporization of boiling commodity

For the case where boiloff rate is given in gal/day, and heat leak is desired in kW, the
following equation is provided:
𝑔𝑔𝑔

1 𝑚3

𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘

1 𝑑𝑑𝑑

1 ℎ𝑟

𝐻 = 𝐵 � ��
� 𝜌 �𝑚3� ∆𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣 �𝑘𝑘� �24 ℎ𝑟𝑟� �3600 𝑠𝑠𝑠�
𝑑𝑑𝑑
264.172 𝑔𝑔𝑔

( 27 )

For LH2, 𝜌𝐿𝐿2 = 70.838 (kg/m3) and ∆𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐿𝐿2 = 446.07 (kJ/kg), so equation 27 reduces

to equation 28:

𝐻𝑛,𝑑 = 0.001384 𝐵𝑛,𝑑
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( 28 )

4) Determine a conservative time estimate for the given mass of frozen air to melt:

𝑡𝑙 =

𝑈𝑚

𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝑈𝑚 = ∆𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑚

Where:

𝑚=𝑀𝑁

( 29 )

( 30 )

( 31 )

𝑡𝑙 = time to liquefy the air

𝑈𝑚 = Energy required for the air to melt

𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑆 = Heat leak of the tank at STP
∆𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓 = heat of fusion

𝑚 = mass of air inside the tank

𝑀 = Molar mass

The total heat leak of the tank at STP is estimated as the sum of the heat leak of
the insulation at STP and the heat leak of the tank in a nominal configuration. The
nominal configuration will account for tank heat leaks from sources other than
insulation. Examples of such sources include flanges, fittings, vent piping, and
manways.
𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐻𝑖𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝐻𝑛

Where:

𝐻𝑖𝑆𝑆𝑆 = Heat leak due to the insulation at STP
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( 32 )

𝑆𝑆

Where:

𝐻𝑖𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑘 ∆𝑇 � �
𝑙

( 33 )

𝑘 = thermal conductivity

∆𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

SA = surface area of the outer tank
𝑙 = thickness of annulus

Combining equations 30 thru 33 and plugging into equation 29 yields equation 34.

𝑡𝑙 =
∆𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 23.22

𝑘𝑘

, 𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 54
𝑘𝑘

∆𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑀 𝑁

𝑘 ∆𝑇 �

( 34 )

𝑆𝑆
�+𝐻𝑛
𝑙

𝑚𝑚

, 𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 28.97
𝑚−𝐾

𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

and in the case of an LH2

tank, ∆𝑇 = 300𝐾 − 20𝐾 = 280𝐾. Therefore, in a case using SI units (m, m2, kW),

equation 34 reduces to equation 35 and outputs the time in hours.

𝑡𝑙 =

0.000673 𝑁

3.6 �0.01512
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𝑆𝑆
+𝐻𝑛 �
𝑙

( 35 )

5) Calculate the heating power required to prevent a given surface area of outer
wall from dropping below 275 K:

𝑃=

𝑈𝑤

( 36 )

𝑡𝑙

𝑈𝑤 = 𝑈𝑣𝑣𝑣 − 𝑈𝑠

𝑈𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑚 ∆𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑀 𝑁 ∆𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝑈𝑠 = 𝑐𝑝 𝑚𝑠 ∆𝑇

Where:

( 37 )

( 38 )

( 39 )

P = Power required to keep tank wall temp > 275 K
𝑈𝑤 = Energy required to keep tank wall temp > 275 K
𝑈𝑣𝑣𝑣 = Energy required for the air to vaporize

𝑈𝑆 = Energy required to lower the tank wall temp
𝑐𝑝 = heat capacity of outer tank wall material

𝑚𝑠 = mass of outer tank wall affected by dripping air
Combining equations 37, 38, and 39 and plugging into equation 36 yields equation 40.

𝑃=
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𝑀 𝑁 ∆𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣 − 𝑐𝑝 𝑚𝑠 ∆𝑇
𝑡𝑙

( 40 )

∆𝐻𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 201.4

𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘

, 𝑐𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 0.49

𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘−𝐾

, 𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 28.97

𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

and ∆𝑇 = 300𝐾 −

275𝐾 = 25𝐾. Therefore, in a case using SI units (kg, hrs), equation 40 reduces to
equation 41 and outputs the power in kW.

0.00583 𝑁− 0.01225 𝑚𝑠

𝑃 = 0.278 �

𝑡𝑙

�

( 41 )

Once the time to evacuate the air and the heating power required to vaporize the air
safely are known, engineering evaluations using information from the “possible heating
methods” section can determine the best course of action for the anomalous tank.
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Summary
The goal of this work was to characterize physical changes that take place inside
an LH2 tank’s evacuated annular space when air is leaking into it and to determine how
best to safely remove the air. Changes were characterized by thermal modeling and
experimentation. The thermal model determined the maximum extent of the freezable
zone under varying conditions, and the experiment determined the changes in the
thermal conductivity of perlite that has nitrogen frozen into its interstitial spaces. Neither
the modelling nor the experiment was able to determine the density or distribution of the
air-ice. Data from an operational tank was used to determine maximum evacuation
rates. Armed with all of this knowledge, an analysis of a leaking tank was performed. It
was determined that evacuation of air from the annulus was not a practical approach
due to the large quantity of frozen air and the relatively slow evacuation rates. Further,
the heating power required to safely remove the air was calculated and potential heating
solutions were discussed. The most practical approach for the case of an 850,000
gallon spherical vessel was determined to be the use of infrared heaters with the
addition of polyimide heaters along the top edge of the effected zone, and at the very
bottom of the tank. A set of general equations was then developed so that this analysis
can be easily applied to any leaking liquid hydrogen tank in the future. A deeper
understanding of some of the physical changes can be obtained by molecular level
modeling. These models are currently under development by another researcher, and
they aim to describe the formation of the air-ice. The density and distribution of the airice inside the annulus is instrumental in understanding the limits of air ingestion into a
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tank. A more detailed air removal plan and thresholds for maximum air ingestion can be
developed with this increased understanding. Consequently, an amendment to this
work may be written when the molecular models are complete.
Broader Applications
Additional runs of the experiment described previously would add validity to the
results obtained. Some funding was acquired which allowed for completion of the
testing, but only 2 runs were able to be performed. While the goal of the testing done
here was very specific, the test procedure and design could be utilized to determine
thermal characteristics of other granular/molecular mixtures. The effects of solidified
constituents on granular materials are not currently well understood. Beyond
understanding heat transport in the annular space of a liquid hydrogen sphere, there are
potential applications to in-situ resource utilization (ISRU). ISRU technologies are
currently being developed by NASA to enable human exploration of extraterrestrial
bodies. Many of the bodies which may potentially be explored have a granular surface
at cryogenic temperatures and very low pressures. Testing, similar to that which was
performed here, can further the understanding of the characteristic differences between
granular materials on earth and granular materials on a foreign body. Furthermore, the
molecular flow models which are currently being developed can advance the
understanding of how molecules flow in the low temperature, low pressure granular
environment. If substances are to be removed from the surface materials on
extraterrestrial bodies, for ISRU purposes, understanding the flow dynamics and
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physical characteristics will be invaluable and some of the methodologies developed
here can be applied to that end.
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